
Introduction 
We present a portable and rollable mat for large area gestural interaction. We propose a system for continuous energy harvesting and simultaneous
gesture recognition on a microcontroller. We give the initial results of gesture recognition using machine learning and implementation on a micro-
controller. We present novel applications of PViMat and future directions of this unique portable gestural interface. 
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Results

PViMat is based on a photovoltaic (PV) sheet (InfinityPV solar tape) which can harvest energy
from indoor light and detect hand gestures based on cast shadows. 

PViMat can be rolled up and stored in a tube like container for easy transportation and quick
installation.

PViMat uses the DC photocurrent to charge a LiPo battery continuously and the AC photocurrent
for simultaneous gesture recognition.  

The current prototype can harvest 30 mW in a common living room with light levels of 300 lux and
consumes 0.8 mW per gesture recognition (using TI MSP430 microcontroller). 

PViMat: A Self-Powered Portable and Rollable
Large Area Gestural Interface using Indoor Light

We explored six hand gestures considering potential applications given below. They are (G1 &
G2) circular swipe clockwise and counterclockwise, (G3) fist open/close, (G4) move hand
up/down, (G5 and G6) linear swipe once and continuously.
 
We observed consistent unique signatures for each gesture under light levels of 300 - 800 lux,
up to 30 cm height and different position and orientation of hand and PViMat.

We collected 30 samples for each gesture for one user. We used 76% of the collected samples
to train and the remaining 24% to test different machine learning algorithms. A Random Forest
classifier produced the best result with 97.2% overall accuracy.

The Confusion Matrix shows that only the clockwise circular hand motion gesture is sometimes
mistakenly predicted as the counterclockwise circular hand motion gesture. 

The precision and recall measures show that false-positive and false-negative in detection of
clockwise and counterclockwise circular hand motion gestures has led to their reduced precision
and recall values. There are no false positives or negatives in detection for other gestures.

We considered feature extraction using multilevel 1D Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) as well
as statistical and entropy-based values. To reduce the size of the RF model and implement it on
a microcontroller, we considered four important features, i.e. 25th percentile, mean, root mean
square and minimum value, and obtained an overall accuracy of 94.5%.
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Highlight 
PViMat can recognise six unique useful dynamic hover gestures with more than 97% overall accuracy up to 30 cm above the surface under standard
light levels.

Applications and Future Work 
We imagine that PViMat could be used on different indoor surfaces, or even in outdoor environments. For example, the PViMat could be unrolled on top of a coffee or
dinner table as a table mat. Users could use fist/multiple-swipes and clockwise/counterclockwise circular swipe hand gestures to show/hide and navigate through the
options menu of a home system like TV. They could then use the raise/lower or swipe gestures to control menu items. Likewise, PViMat could be imagined on the floor as
an interactive yoga mat, or as smart infrastructures when hung from a ceiling as a room divider, on a door or window as a curtain or on a wall as a wallpaper.

In future, a formal user evaluation of the PViMat and deployments of the proposed applications will be carried out.


